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Aire Events, Spring-Summer 2009
The summer promises a weekly programme of local events all the way through to July,
with a short break before the big event in the Dales. Summer evening events are a great
way to learn and improve skills in a relaxed setting (although there's always the sprint
league for those who don't want it too relaxed!).
Wed Apr 29 Local

Bramley Fall

Wed May 6

Local

Peel Park Bradford Evening informal /
Andrew Kelly
Spring Sprint League 2 01943-872232

Tue May 12

Fell
Race

Ilkley Moor

Jack Bloor Races

Roundhay Park

Evening informal /
Madeleine Watson
Spring Sprint League 3 0113-2692526

Wed May 13 Local
Sun May 17

Evening informal /
Will Patterson
Spring Sprint League 1 0113-2611960

Local - Flasby Fell, Skipton Full range of colour
big one!
courses

Peter Haines
01943-607725

Heather Phipps
0113-2167143

Wed May 20 Local

Danefield, Otley

Evening informal /
Andy & Sarah Hind
Spring Sprint League 4 01943-464986

Wed Jun 3

Local

Esholt Woods

Evening informal

Val & Nick Gilleard
01274-551047

Wed Jun 10 Local

Chellow Dean,
Bradford

Evening informal

Chris Burden
01274-583853

Wed Jun 17

Gledhow Valley,
Leeds

Evening informal

Bernard Foster
0113-2675605

Wed Jun 24 Local

Cliffe Castle,
Keighley

Evening informal

Sophie Brown
01943-872094

Wed Jul 1

Local

Baildon Moor

Evening informal

Nick Jones
0113-2267906

Wed Jul 8

Local

Meanwood Park

Evening informal

Neil Conway
0113-2753860

Sun Jul 12

Local

Northcliffe Park,
Shipley

Club picnic & team
event

Steve/Alex Watkins
01274-580764

Sat Sep 12

Regional Kilnsey

Dales Weekend 1 /
Guy Patterson
YHOA Championships 0113-2521489

Sun Sep 13

Regional Malham Moor

Dales Weekend 2

Local

Neil Stevens
01943-817326

Evening informal events
Each event has 3 courses: Green (technically hard 3.5-5km), Orange (medium difficulty, c.
3km), Yellow (technically easy, c. 2km). Seniors £2, Juniors 50p per map. Registration
from 6pm, Starts 6.30-7.30pm.
Spring Sprint Series
Evening events with the Sprint series will have the Green course replaced by the Sprint
race (technically hard 2.3-2.8km). League results will be posted on the website as soon as
possible afterwards: 50 pts for 1st, 49 for 2nd and so on. Otherwise, details are the same.

Editorial
No, this is not a belated April Fool! After a long interval, Aire Affairs is actually in your
hands, albeit a slim line version, produced by a temporary editor. However, whilst it might
not include all the interesting articles that members have come to expect under the expert
editorship of Sarah Haines, hopefully it still contains the essential information members
need. In the meantime, the website is a mine of all sorts of useful information kept
efficiently up to date by Steve Watkins at www.aire.org.uk
Press date for the next Aire Affairs is Friday May 22nd, with distribution of Aire Affairs in
the first week of June. Articles, items, photos etc to me at andrew.kelly@dsl.pipex.com.
please!
Andrew Kelly
Front cover photo
Cerys Jones anchors the W48- team to an impressive win in the JK Relays, joined on the
run-in by team-mates Florence Haines and Beth Woodley. The team also took Bronze
medals in the Women's Under-18 Relay at the British Championships. (Thank you to
Wendy Carlyle for this and the photos in Beth's article).
Airienteers win Compass Sport Cup qualifying round.
A superb turnout saw over 100 club members competing in the north-eastern qualifying
round of this year's Compass Sport Cup, with many also involved in the organisation of the
event at Bramham Park. In spite of Eborienteers' and Cleveland's best efforts, Aire came
out on top, and qualified for the national final.
This will take place on Sunday October 18th, at Fineshades Woods near Leicester. Team
captain, Dave Alcock, is aiming to lead a big push to get as strong a team out as possible, so
please put it in your diary now! Dave will be pulling names together later in the year.
1.
2.
3.
4

Airienteers
Eborienteers
Cleveland
Newcastle and Tyneside

2384 pts
2262 pts
2261 pts
1916 pts

Florence takes World Schools Gold
Just as Aire Affairs was going to press, news came through from Spain that Florence
Haines had won the Select Girls under-15 Gold medal in the Individual race, just over 1½
minutes clear. What a brilliant week, with two wins (Sprint and Relay) and second in the
Individual at the JK in the six days beforehand.
Overheard at the JK:
"Now I've got my knickers on, I can talk to you!" (thank you, Ruth Ker!)

Aire successes at the JK!
Fabulous weather dominated the JK weekend, and there were some great successes for
Airienteers including five JK Champions, and a whole host of other top placings!
JK Champions
Hector Haines (M20 Sprint, M20 Individual, Men's Open Relays with Edinburgh Uni)
Florence Haines (W16 Sprint)
Tony Thornley (M60 Individual)
Florence Haines, Beth Woodley, Cerys Jones (Women 48- Relay)
Other leading places
Sprint
Men Open: 12-Ian Nixon, 17-Joe Mercer
M40:
5-Steve Watkins
M55:
4-Peter Haines
M60:
2-Tony Thornley
W10:
2-Lucy Haines
W20:
3-Victoria Stevens
W55:
5-Sue Stevens
Individual
Men Elite:
W20 Elite:
W18 Elite:
M40L:
M55L:
M70L:
W10A:
W16A:
M14B:
W40S:
W60S:

15-Ian Nixon
2-Victoria Stevens
5-Chloe Haines
2-Graham Watson
2-Peter Haines
5-Tom Crowther
5-Laura King
2-Florence Haines
3-Sam Avis
1-Ruth Ker, 5-Heather Phipps
5-Jo Thornley

Relays
JK Trophy: 13-Ian Nixon, Steve Watkins, George Stevens, Ben Stevens
Women:
8-Chloe Haines, Sarah Haines, Victoria Stevens
M165+:
3-Alistair Wood, Tony Thornley, Maurice Calvert
Harvester Trophy 20-21 June: Merthyr Common, South Wales
Dave Alcock is also looking to put together one or more teams for this year's Harvester
Relays. If you are interested in taking part in this exciting competition, please contact
Dave on alcock_david@hotmail.com. There is also a middle distance race as a
preliminary attraction on the Saturday. Merthyr Common is runnable open moorland,
with interesting limestone features.
(The Harvester involves two races, an A race for teams of 7 and a B race for teams of 5. The
early legs are at night, the later ones in daylight. The B race has prizes for all-female teams
and for handicap teams, where handicaps are based on the age classes and genders of team
members).

Tuesday Night Runs
A small(ish!) but very friendly group of Aire members meet regularly on Tuesday evenings
for a convivial run, with the option of food afterwards. Runs are usually from a club
member's house, extending to local pubs in the summer. The programme for the next few
weeks is:
Date

Location

21 Apr

Pete and Ruth Jones, 11 Woodlands Grove,
Baildon
Dave Shelley, 33 Newfield Drive, Menston

28 Apr
5 May
12 May
19 May

Area
Baildon
Menston

Val & Nick Gilleard’s, 47 Lady Lane, Bingley Bingley,
Eldwick
Jack Bloor Fell Race, Ilkley (and after at the Ilkley Moor
Fox’s, 11 Wheatley Lane, Ben Rhydding)
James and Sophie Brown, 3 Home Farm
Hawksworth
Mews, Bingley Road, Menston
and t’Moors

Tel no

Grid ref

01274
SE136388
596850
01943
SE174440
875935
01274
SE111405
551047
SE116471
01943
SE170432
872094

Volunteers needed
No club can be successful without the input of a wide range of people. The club is in need
of a number of volunteers to take on the following:
Club Treasurer
Simon Bowen is standing down at the next AGM, so Aire will be in need of a new Treasurer
in October. Plenty of time to think about it. A full job description will appear in the next
Aire Affairs, but in the meantime, if you feel you might be interested, please contact Simon
on 01943-871565 for more details.
Social Secretary
This post is currently vacant. Whilst most of Aire's activity centres (of course!) on
orienteering, the social, non-orienteering, activities act like a glue keeping the rest of the
programme together, and giving people a chance to meet and socialise - not always easy at
orienteering events. Basically the social secretary's job is to work with the committee to
establish a social programme and find people to organise it. How extensive the
programme is will be up to the social secretary and their volunteers!
Aire Affairs Editor.
I am only a temporary stand-in (yes, honestly!). The focus of the job is the collation of
articles and information into a magazine, distributed 4-6 times per year. The job is made a
lot easier by the printing and address labels being arranged by other club members, and by
there already being established regular contributors. A move to making AA available via
email will make that job even more straightforward.

Haineses host pre-JK W16 Elite training meet 7th April

Bruce Woodley

With JK excitement mounting, Pete Haines put out a quick course on Ilkley Moor to help
an international group of top class W16’s familiarise themselves with northern maps and
terrain.
Airienteers representatives, Beth Woodley and Florence Haines, were happy to share local
knowledge with visitors Lucy Butt from Sarum OC and Anna Wallin and Linnea Wahlgren
from Sjovalla FK , an O-club from Gothenburg, Sweden. Cultural visits were also made to
Greggs, Betty's, the Smoothie Shop and Oxfam. Unfortunately neither Beth nor Florence
could be persuaded to teach our visitors how to sing “On Ilkley Moor Baht 'at.” Well
fettled after their day out we wish the girls well when they go head to head in the JK races.
Rumours regarding the distracting nature of the recreational shopping opportunities
available in the Newcastle City Centre sprint race have been over played, as I believe the
girls have spent up in Leeds already!

And this was the result of all that hard work......
JK 2009

by Beth Woodley

On Sunday we went to Manchester airport to pick up two Swedish girls who were going to
stay with us and come to the JK. We drove to Northumberland a few days early so we could
do some sight-seeing before the competition began. On Wednesday we went to Bamburgh
Castle and walked along the beach, we then headed back to our accommodation- a
bunkhouse on a farm in Chatton which we were sharing with the Kings and the Marshalls.
In the evening, Laura and I went to the farm and saw a lamb being born. This and the
warm weather seemed to be the signs that spring had arrived! On Thursday we all went to
Holy Isle which was fun because we had to race the incoming tide to get back to the
mainland (The island is only reachable at low tide via a causeway which is submerged at
high tide!) After that we walked up a hill and flew kites as it was really windy!
On Friday we had to get up quite early to travel to Newcastle for the sprint event. I’d only
done one sprint race before (training with the Yorkshire junior squad) so I was nervous
about it. We parked in a multi-storey car park and walked through the high street to reach
the assembly area, so it didn’t really feel like an orienteering event. “Where’s all the mud?”
someone was heard to exclaim! I saw the first few runners finish. My brother reminded me
that light grey on the map meant that you could go under the feature e.g. a canopy and
then I walked to the start.

In the end I really enjoyed my course which went round the University buildings and
through a park; I was surprised to find that the navigation wasn’t too hard. I made a small
mistake at number 7 because I found my ninth control first. However it helped me because
I knew where to go next! I was pleased with my overall time of 23 minutes; that was until I
found out that my course had been won (By Florence Haines) in a time of 17 minutes. I
realised that every second counts and you have to run really fast! I would like to do a sprint
again but maybe I’ll have to do some training first!
After we returned from Newcastle we went to see the Chillingham cattle. They are a special
breed of wild cattle that doesn’t exist anywhere else in the world!
The first individual day took place at Kyloe Hills.
I had already been told that the area was quite
hard and there was lots of green on the map,
however that did not prepare me for just how
bad it was! I would prefer not to remember my
incredibly abysmal run but we must all learn
from our mistakes, so here goes...

Joe Woodley leaves the last control
in the Sprint race

I jogged to the start with plenty of time to spare.
The first control was a short distance but there
weren’t any particular line features to follow so I
took a bearing. Unfortunately, I deviated off it
and ended up overshooting my control. I worked
out where I was, went back and finally found it.
After that shaky start I had lost confidence and it
all went downhill from there... I had 5 10 minute
splits and most of my time was spent floundering
around in the middle of a thick patch of fight
completely lost! Fortunately, I managed to see
the funny side: I’d never taken 85 minutes
before: surely that’s an achievement! The lesson
learnt...? Take the safe route and stick to the
paths where possible or just quit orienteering!

After my run I lay in the sun, watching people finish and some Aire members came back
from their runs looking pretty downhearted, so I cheered them up by telling them that at
least they hadn’t taken as long as I had!
Easter Sunday dawned bright as we all leapt out of bed raring to go out into the forest
again, not! We travelled to Detchant for the second individual day. When we arrived, I
checked out the last few controls spread out over the moor and wondered which ones I
would have. Despite messing up the first control, again, I had a marginally better run: I
only had 3 10 minute splits! I made a few silly mistakes but overall it went okay. I lay in
the sun again and cheered people in whilst chatting to my friend Kirsty. After the event we
drove to Hepburn crags where we had an Easter egg hunt. It was really fun as I had to
climb to get mine!
On Monday I was very dismayed to be woken at 6.00 to pack and drive to Dipton Woods
(The location of the relays). We caught a coach up to the assembly and just in time,
because the queue got really big and the relay starts were put back an hour. I was in a team
with Florence and Cerys and our class W48- didn’t start until a bit later so I had a pre-race
hot chocolate! I watched Florence set off in the mass start and then went to the start pens.
I heard Florence’s name being announced and she was coming in first! I knew I would have

to run really fast and not make any mistakes to keep 1st position. Florence tagged me and I
ran off, ripping open my map. Luckily I only had an orange course which was mostly on
paths. The navigation was really easy and I ran as fast as I could. As I ran up the final
stretch to the finish I heard my name being announced and realised I had maintained our
lead ! I tagged Cerys and watched her run off into the wood; Florence and I then went to
the lookout for her.
When we saw her come in first
we both jumped over the fence
and ran up to the finish with
her. I’d been really
disappointed with my previous
runs and it was a great feeling
to know we’d won! I had been
in the same relay team at the
British and we had come 3rd so
we were really happy to have
achieved 1st place at the JK.
After getting on the podium
nothing could dampen my
spirits, not even the 30 minute
bus queue to get back to the
car park!

Four at a relay: Cerys, Emily, Beth and Florence enjoy the sun!

Overall, I had a great time at the JK (thanks to the organisers and planners who worked so
hard) and would recommend it to anyone. The areas were technical, and competing in big
events is a good experience. I enjoyed seeing my friends in other orienteering clubs and the
weather made it a really social event. I also enjoyed hosting Linnea and Anna the two
Swedish girls who came to the JK with us (I think they enjoyed going shopping in Leeds
just as much as the JK!) and I’m looking forward to going to stay and orienteer in Sweden
with them some time.
Tips for Urban Orienteering

David Alcock

Whilst I am a relative newcomer to orienteering, having only started it about seven years
ago, I have had quite a lot of experience of the ‘new’ discipline of urban/park orienteering.
Most of these tips will also be applicable to ‘normal’ orienteering. Before I start, though,
I’ll just bring up a potential point of confusion, which was addressed by Nick Barrable in
the most recent 2008 issue of Compass Sport. He points out that many people seem to
believe that ‘Sprint’ orienteering should take place solely on urban terrain. He prefers to
define ‘Sprint’ as being a race with a potential winning time as low as 12-15 minutes. In
this article, I will consider urban orienteering, which will include most (but not all) Sprint
events, but it also includes events of several kilometres, like the Edinburgh, London City,
Venice and the Skipton races (part of the Yorkshire Pudding weekend).
I hope that you will find the time to try out some of these tips – and please excuse the fact
that some may well already be second nature for some people!
So, in no particular order, here goes:

General tips
1.
Get used to the mapping protocol – The most crucial symbol to get used to is
‘uncrossable wall’ (a thick black line). As clearly stated on most final details before sprint
events, this means that you are not allowed to cross the wall, even if you are physically able
to. In the 2008 Stockport City Race, I saw another runner on my course (not an
Airienteer, I hasten to add!) jump over a small ‘uncrossable wall’, gaining an advantage of
twenty seconds or so. He was disqualified for this action. I believe that if races in urban
areas are to thrive, competitors should not alienate landowners or councils by potentially
damaging their property. Incidentally, I would encourage making full use of ‘crossable
walls’ where necessary, as ‘cutting corners’ across communal land such as grass verges is
often a good way of gaining headway in an urban race.
2.
Get experienced! - Try urban o races in various guises and in various locations.
Urban events by their very nature tend to be more easily accessible by public transport
than conventional O-races, and you can assuage the environmental guilt brought about by
travelling to far-flung areas of the UK by taking the train or the bus. On a more local level,
you could even use detailed urban maps - such as those produced by councils and
developers - to plan courses and then run them. For instance, last year, I got a friend to
mark several checkpoints on a ‘consultation document’ map of the Aire Valley Park before
I headed off on a mini urban O-session.
In the race
1.
Think about how you will deal with traffic – both vehicular and pedestrian!
For example, for the leg below, I would consider route A over route B, as it would allow
maximum flexibility in crossing the road. If the road was fairly busy, Route A would allow
you to run alongside the traffic for a while before cutting in during a gap in the flow.
Choosing Route B, by contrast, may involve you waiting at the roadside for several
valuable seconds! I gather that planners of urban orienteering races have been given
informal advice to avoid planning perpendicular road crossings in order to minimise
danger to competitors and inconvenience to motorists. Pedestrians are equally important
to consider – firstly, as an injury to a pedestrian would be damaging to the image of the
sport, and secondly, a near miss can disturb the concentration of the competitor. The final
details of most races therefore ask competitors to run wide around blind corners.
Route A
2

road

1
Route B
2.
Take care in multi-level environments. I learned this lesson the hard way at
this year’s inaugural London City Race, when I assumed that the ‘gardens’ at the Barbican
Centre were on street level, so I ran down some steps from an elevated walkway, and ran
under the ‘gardens’ into an unmapped area, emerging several minutes later at another set
of steps, where I re-accessed the upper level.
3.
Take off your watch before you begin. This hint – picked up from Niall
Bourke - is at least as useful in the streets as it is in regular O-events. The best planned
street races will not only involve more potential route choice than a regular event, but they
often tend to be shorter distance and duration, so a watch only serves as an unwanted
distraction. An alternative is to wear it and have the self-discipline not to check it!

4.
Plan complicated legs backwards. I realise that this is another tip which is
applicable to regular orienteering too, but in urban orienteering this piece of advice can
save a lot of wasted time and effort in reaching the control. If I had followed this advice,
then the aforementioned ‘Barbican incident’ may never have happened!
5.
Save your brainpower! You will probably be able to reduce ‘brainache’ by
resisting the temptation to pace count (as urban landmarks and aiming-off points are
usually pretty obvious), and you will similarly find that you will not need to ‘traffic light’
either. Also, you will probably only need your compass to pinpoint your position on the
map, and perhaps re-orientate it if you lose map contact, so don’t waste time taking
unnecessary bearings! But don’t leave your compass behind – you may need to take a
bearing across a short stretch of parkland or open paved areas (a compass proved useful at
the 2008 York event).
6.
Dress lightweight. Whilst you should check the final details of the event you are
attending, together with the weather forecast, if you are intending to run at a fair pace you
should normally be fine with regular trainers and shorts.
7.
Simplify your route if possible. This is similar to Thierry Georgiou’s advice as
reported by Peter Haines in a recent Aire Affairs article. In the urban context, it may mean
‘getting out’ of an area of tightly packed lanes and narrow pavements to go a slightly longer
route with fewer decision points. Simplifying your route has several benefits. Firstly, it
gives you a bit of ‘brain breathing space’ (allowing you to plan future legs); secondly, it will
reduce the frequency of energy-sapping changes in direction; thirdly, it should also reduce
the likelihood of colliding into a fellow competitor or unsuspecting member of the public.
It should also allow you to run faster and make fewer errors.
If you have your own orienteering tips to pass on to your fellow club members, why not
send them in?
British Age Class Championships
The main focus of this Aire Affairs has inevitably been on the JK, but just over a month
ago, a smaller group of Airienteers were also competing in the British Championships for
junior and senior age classes (no M/W18, 20 or 21 Elite) down in the deep South (well, the
New Forest anyway!). Congratulations on some sterling performances to the following:
W16 British Champion: Florence Haines
M55L: 4- Alistair Wood
W10A: 4-Laura King, 6-Lucy Haines
W45L: 10- Joyce Marshall
W55L: 7-Sue Stevens
Relays
Men Open:
Women Open:
W40+:
W18-:
M/W12-:

12-Ian Nixon, Ben Stevens, David Alcock
9-Chloe Haines, Victoria Stevens, Sarah Haines
5-Lindsey King, Joyce Marshall, Sue Stevens
3-Florence Haines, Cerys Jones, Beth Woodley
5 - Lucy Haines, Laura King, Scott Marshall

Airienteers Summer Team Race, Picnic and Annual Prize Giving
at Northcliffe Park, Shipley - Sunday 12th July
The Strawberries and Cream Event
Signed from A650 at GR 142373. Park on the grass verge in Avondale Road GR
SE140371. Please show courtesy to local residents.
Assembly will be a short taped route of approx 200m uphill.
The Race: Same format as last 2 years.
3 person teams with a set number of controls to visit. Some controls need only be
visited by 1 of your team; some by two members of the team, and some by all the
team.
Mass start. First team back with all the controls visited by the correct number of
runners is the winner. If you have not got them all you will have the option of going
back out again to get the missing controls.
Pin Punching will be used. Your map is also the control card. Control descriptions
are on the control card. The control card indicates how many runners must visit
each control after the control number, eg 17-3 (control 17 to be visited by 3
runners) . In addition control boxes will be colour coded. White = 1 runner to visit
control, Light Green = 2 runners, Dark Green = 3 runners. The 3 figure control code
on the kite is shown below each control description.
The map will be waterproof.
Entries: individual entries (i.e. not teams) please. Please try and give the organiser
your name in advance so we can print the correct number of maps, and prepare
your name for the draw. Runners names will be placed into 3 hats according to their
relative ability, and a draw will be made to determine who are your running partners.
You will be able to construct a route of yellow standard for a young junior who may
be in your team.
The Start: The draw will be made at 11.00 and the race will start as soon as it is
complete.
Please bring food and drink to contribute to the picnic.

The club will provide the strawberries and cream.
Entry Seniors £2 Juniors £1
Organisers: Steve and Alex Watkins steve.watkins@tiscali.co.uk
Planner: Chris Burden

Invite you to
The Aire Spring Sprint League 2009
Wednesdays Evenings
Date
Wed
29 Apr
Wed
6 May
Wed
13 May
Wed
20 May

Location

Grid Ref

Organiser

Tel

Bramley Fall, Leeds

SE245363 Will Patterson

0113 261 1960

Peel Park, Bradford

SE173350 Andrew Kelly

01943 872232

Roundhay Park, Leeds

SE330383 Madeleine Watson

0113 269 2526

Danefield, Otley

SE216445 Andy & Sarah Hind

01943 464986

Fees

Senior £2. Junior 50p per map.

Course Details

Sprint - technically hard standard
Orange – moderate difficulty
Yellow - easy
We will attempt to get league results onto the website
promptly.
50 for first place, 49 for second etc.

Registration

From 6.00 pm

Start Time

6.30 – 7.30 pm

